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Appendix 1.
Randomisation sequences for order of exposure to conditions.

Randomisation sequences were based on the Williams Latin Square method 
(Williams, 1949). 

Participant ID Session 1 Session 2 Session 3 Session 4
1 F H FPS HPS
2 H FPS HPS F
3 FPS HPS F H
4 HPS F H FPS
5 F H FPS HPS
6 H FPS HPS F
7 FPS HPS F H
8 HPS F H FPS
9 F H FPS HPS
10 H FPS HPS F
11 FPS HPS F H
12 HPS F H FPS
13 F H FPS HPS
14 H FPS HPS F
15 FPS HPS F H
16 HPS F H FPS
17 F H FPS HPS
18 H FPS HPS F
19 FPS HPS F H
20 HPS F H FPS
21 F H FPS HPS
22 H FPS HPS F
23 FPS HPS F H
24 HPS F H FPS
25 F H FPS HPS
26 H FPS HPS F
27 FPS HPS F H
28 HPS F H FPS
29 F H FPS HPS
30 H FPS HPS F
31 FPS HPS F H
32 HPS F H FPS
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Appendix 2.
VAS scales – Hunger, fullness and thirst.

VAS scales were presented in booklet form. Lines have been inserted to show 
separation of pages. Each VAS was 100 mm in length and presented in Arial font 
size 12.

Visual Analogue Scale (VAS) Questionnaire

Condition Time

Date Subject ID number 

Instructions for Use.

1) Please read the question above each VAS scale carefully.

2) Place a vertical line across the scale in a position which
reflects your response most accurately.

3) Look at the examples overleaf to help you.

Mark the line like this:

But not like this:
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How alert do you feel? The scale ranges from ‘not alert at all’ to ‘extremely alert’.

How hungry do you feel? The scale ranges from ‘not hungry at all’ to ‘extremely hungry’.

Not full at all Extremely full

Not alert at all Extremely alert

Not hungry at all Extremely hungry

How full do you feel? The scale ranges from ‘not full at all’ to extremely full’.  
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How tired do you feel? The scale ranges from ‘not tired at all’ to ‘extremely tired’.

How sleepy do you feel? The scale ranges from ‘not sleepy at all’ to extremely sleepy’.

How thirsty do you feel? The scale ranges from ‘not thirsty at all’ to ‘extremely thirsty’.

Not tired at all Extremely tired

Not sleepy at all Extremely sleepy

Not thirsty at all Extremely thirsty
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Appendix 3.
Portion size question booklets.

Portion size question booklet 
(F/H)

Week 1

Participant ID number ……....

Condition ………

Day/date ………………….
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Recording food / drink portion sizes.

Instructions

1. We have displayed 8 foods / drinks in individual booths in different 
portion sizes.

2. Please look at the foods/drinks in each of the booths and write down 
the number of portions of that food or drink that you think have been 
presented before you. 

A portion is defined as the quantity of food / drink that YOU 
would consume on one eating / drinking occasion.

Before you evaluate the portion size of each food/drink, 
ask yourself:
‘Would I be able to consume all of that food/drink item at 
this moment in time?’
If the answer is ‘yes’ then for you that would be classed as 
one portion. 
If you think the portion presented before you is twice the 
amount you would consume at that moment in time, then 
for you it would be classed as two portions, and so on.

3. When you arrive at the test room I will tell you which booth to go to 
first. 

4. The booth numbers correspond with the question numbers on your 
portion size question sheet (see page 4). For example, if you start at 
booth 5, the first question you will answer will be question 5. 

5. Each time you evaluate the portion size of a food or drink, write your 
answer on the dotted line below the corresponding question.

6. I will tell you when to begin evaluating the portion size of the first 
food or drink item you are presented with.
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Instructions (continued)

7. You have 60 seconds to consider the portion size of each food or
drink.

8. IMPORTANT - On two of the days, before you evaluate the 
portion of each food/drink, you will be asked to respond to the 
following baseline question:

“How full do you think you would be after consuming this 
amount of food / drink?”

The question has been worded specifically for each of the 
foods / drinks included in the test. For example, for the crisps, 
the question asks “How full do you think you would be after 
consuming this packet of crisps?”

Before you answer the question, please ask yourself “If I was 
to consume this amount of food/drink at this moment in 
time, how full would it make me feel?”

Please mark your answer on the scale in a position which 
reflects your response most accurately. The scale ranges 
from “not full at all” to “extremely full.”

Please complete the question BEFORE you evaluate the 
portion of the food/drink it relates to. 

9. At the end of the 60 seconds, you will be asked to move to the 
booth on your right. If you are positioned at Booth 8, this will mean 
moving around to Booth 1. 

10. Again I will tell you when to start and you will have a further 60 
seconds to consider the portion size of the next food / drink 
presented before you.

11. This rotation will continue until the portion sizes of all 8 foods / 
drinks have been recorded. This will indicate the end of the 
session for you.
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As you move around the booths, please answer the questions below. 
Make sure you consider the definition of a portion size (see boxed 
information, page 2) before you answer each question:

Question 1: How many portions of cornflakes do you think are in this bowl?
Please write your answer on the dotted line below.

……………...
Question 2: How many portions of muffin do you think are on this plate?
Please write your answer on the dotted line below.

………………
Question 3: How many portions of cola do you think are in this bottle?
Please write your answer on the dotted line below.

………………

Question 4: How many portions of chocolate do you think are in this pack?
Please write your answer on the dotted line below.

………………

Question 5: How many portions of banana do you think are on this plate?
Please write your answer on the dotted line below.

………………

Question 6: How many portions of crisps do you think are in this packet?
Please write your answer on the dotted line below.

………………

Question 7: How many portions of ice-cream do you think are in this tub?
Please write your answer on the dotted line below.

………………

Question 8: How many portions of hot chocolate do you think are in this cup?
Please write your answer on the dotted line below.

………………

Portion Size Question Sheet
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Portion size question booklet 
(FPS/HPS)

Week 1

Participant ID number ……....

Condition ………

Day/date ………………….
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Recording food / drink portion sizes.

Instructions

1. We have displayed 8 foods / drinks in individual booths in different 
portion sizes.

2. Please look at the foods/drinks in each of the booths and write down 
the number of portions of that food or drink that you think have been 
presented before you. 

A portion is defined as the quantity of food / drink that YOU 
would consume on one eating / drinking occasion.

Before you evaluate the portion size of each food/drink, 
ask yourself:
‘Would I be able to consume all of that food/drink item at 
this moment in time?’
If the answer is ‘yes’ then for you that would be classed as 
one portion. 
If you think the portion presented before you is twice the 
amount you would consume at that moment in time, then 
for you it would be classed as two portions, and so on.

3. When you arrive at the test room I will tell you which booth to go to 
first. 

4. The booth numbers correspond with the question numbers on your 
portion size question sheet (see page 4). For example, if you start at 
booth 5, the first question you will answer will be question 5. 

5. Each time you evaluate the portion size of a food or drink, write your 
answer on the dotted line below the corresponding question.

6. I will tell you when to begin evaluating the portion size of the first 
food or drink item you are presented with.
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Instructions (continued)

7. You have 60 seconds to consider the portion size of each food or
drink.

8. IMPORTANT - On two of the days, before you evaluate the 
portion of each food/drink, you will be asked to respond to the 
following baseline question:

“How full do you think you would be after consuming this 
amount of food / drink?”

The question has been worded specifically for each of the 
foods / drinks included in the test. For example, for the crisps, 
the question asks “How full do you think you would be after 
consuming this packet of crisps?”

Before you answer the question, please ask yourself “If I was 
to consume this amount of food/drink at this moment in 
time, how full would it make me feel?”

Please mark your answer on the scale in a position which 
reflects your response most accurately. The scale ranges 
from “not full at all” to “extremely full.”

Please complete the question BEFORE you evaluate the 
portion of the food/drink it relates to. 

9. At the end of the 60 seconds, you will be asked to move to the 
booth on your right. If you are positioned at Booth 8, this will mean 
moving around to Booth 1. 

10. Again I will tell you when to start and you will have a further 60 
seconds to consider the portion size of the next food / drink 
presented before you.

11. This rotation will continue until the portion sizes of all 8 foods / 
drinks have been recorded. This will indicate the end of the 
session for you.
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Question 1: 
a) How full do you think you would be after consuming this 

bowl of cornflakes? 

Portion Size Question Sheet.

As you move around the booths, please answer the following 8 
questions, making sure you always answer part (a) of each question 
before you answer part (b).

Not full at all Extremely fullNot full at all Extremely full

b) Considering your answer (above) and the definition of 
a portion size (see boxed information, page 2):
How many portions of cornflakes do you think are in this bowl?

Please write your answer on the dotted line below.

…………………….

Question 2: 
a) How full do you think you would be after consuming this 

muffin?

Not full at all Extremely fullNot full at all Extremely full

b) Considering your answer (above) and the definition of 
a portion size (see boxed information, page 2):
How many portions of muffin do you think are on this plate?

Please write your answer on the dotted line below.

…………………….
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Question 3: 
a) How full do you think you would be after consuming this 

bottle of cola? 

Not full at all Extremely fullNot full at all Extremely full

b) Considering your answer (above) and the definition of 
a portion size (see boxed information, page 2):
How many portions of cola do you think are in this bottle?

Please write your answer on the dotted line below.

…………………….

Question 4: 
a) How full do you think you would be after consuming this 
pack of chocolate?

Not full at all Extremely fullNot full at all Extremely full

b) Considering your answer (above) and the definition of 
a portion size (see boxed information, page 2):
How many portions of chocolate do you think are in this pack?

Please write your answer on the dotted line below.

…………………….
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Question 5: 
a) How full do you think you would be after consuming this 

banana? 

Not full at all Extremely fullNot full at all Extremely full

b) Considering your answer (above) and the definition of 
a portion size (see boxed information, page 2):
How many portions of banana do you think are on this plate?

Please write your answer on the dotted line below.

…………………….

Question 6: 
a) How full do you think you would be after consuming this 
packet of crisps?

Not full at all Extremely fullNot full at all Extremely full

b) Considering your answer (above) and the definition of 
a portion size (see boxed information, page 2):
How many portions of crisps do you think are in this packet?

Please write your answer on the dotted line below.

…………………….
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Question 7: 
a) How full do you think you would be after consuming this 

tub of ice-cream? 

Not full at all Extremely fullNot full at all Extremely full

b) Considering your answer (above) and the definition of 
a portion size (see boxed information, page 2):
How many portions of ice-cream do you think are in this tub?

Please write your answer on the dotted line below.

…………………….

Question 8: 
a) How full do you think you would be after consuming this 
cup of hot chocolate?

Not full at all Extremely fullNot full at all Extremely full

b) Considering your answer (above) and the definition of 
a portion size (see boxed information, page 2):
How many portions of hot chocolate do you think are in this 
cup?

Please write your answer on the dotted line below.

…………………….
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Appendix 4.
Advertisement.

MALE VOLUNTEERS NEEDED
for study on Food Portion Sizes

£20 Reimbursement

• Participants will attend a 30 minute screening session 
plus 4 testing sessions
• Tests start at 08:25; two finish at 09:15 and the other 
two finish at 10:05
•Participants will receive 2 free breakfasts and 2 
free snacks and drinks, in addition to £20 for 
attending all 4 sessions. 
• You will be asked to fast overnight before all 4 sessions 
and to consume all of the breakfast at 2 of the sessions.
• You will also be asked to complete some questionnaires.

Volunteers must be:
Males Healthy
Aged between 18-45 Non-dieting
Non-smokers
Volunteers must not have any previous training in nutrition.

Please call Nina on 07827 753 649 for more information or
e-mail 0600979@chester.ac.uk.

Portion size study
07827 753 649 
0600979@

chester.ac.uk

Portion size study
07827 753 649
0600979@

chester.ac.uk

Portion size study
07827 753 649
0600979@

chester.ac.uk

Portion size study
07827 753 649
0600979@

chester.ac.uk

Portion size study
07827 753 649 
0600979@

chester.ac.uk

Portion size study
07827 753 649
0600979@

chester.ac.uk

Portion size study
07827 753 649
0600979@

chester.ac.uk

Portion size study
07827 753 649
0600979@

chester.ac.uk

Portion size study
07827 753 649
0600979@

chester.ac.uk

Portion size study
07827 753 649
0600979@

chester.ac.uk

The University of Chester is conducting a study 
on food portion sizes during Oct/Nov/Dec 2008.
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Appendix 5.
Telephone pre-screen interview.

A telephone pre-screening interview was conducted on potential candidates, 
subject to their permission. The telephone interview included all or a 
selection of questions, depending on the answers provided (see page 6-7 in 
this Appendix). Prior to the telephone interview, the subject received 
information about the study location and timetable, including when the study 
would take place, how often they would need to attend and at what times. If 
the subject felt able to meet the requirements of the timetable, we provided 
them with details of the study as described in the Participant Information 
Sheet. They were then offered the opportunity to ask any questions. After 
this, verbal consent to undertake the telephone interview was obtained from 
all candidates as follows:

Interviewer: Hello. My name is Nina Brogden. I am calling about the portion 
sizes study. Is it convenient to talk to you now?

If the candidate replies “NO” the investigator says:
Could you give me a more convenient time to call you?

If the candidate replies “YES” the investigator says:
I need to inform you about the study location and timetable. The study will 
take place at on the University of Chester campus. It will run for 4 weeks 
between …………. and ……………. You will need to attend 4 times, once 
each week, with a gap of at least 5 days between each session. All sessions 
start at 08:30. Two will finish at 09:15 and two will finish at 10:05. Does the 
timetable sound suitable for you?

If the candidate replies “NO” the investigator says:
Thank you for your time. Please feel free to call us again for a future study.

If the candidate replies “YES” the investigator says:
Thank you. I would like to give you some information about the study. Prior to 
the study you will need to attend a lab screening session to confirm that the 
study criteria are a good fit for you. This will take about 30 minutes. If the lab 
screen confirms you are eligible you will be able to take part in the study. As 
mentioned earlier this involves attending four times over 4 weeks. You will be 
asked to come fasting in the morning to all four sessions. On two of the days 
you will be asked to consume a sandwich, two digestive biscuits and a drink 
on arrival. On the other two days you will receive a complimentary snack and 
drink at the end of the session. You will be asked to complete some 
questionnaires at all four sessions. Do you have any questions you would 
like to ask me?
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Interviewer: (After candidate receives information on the study as per PIS)
Are you still interested in participating?

If the candidate replies “NO” the investigator says:
Thank you for your time. Please feel free to call us again for a future study.

If the candidate replies “YES” the investigator says:
Thank you. To confirm your eligibility I would like to schedule an appointment 
for you for a telephone screening session. This session will take about 15 
minutes. It involves answering 16 questions on for example, age, weight, 
height, weight loss history, physical activity, etc. All the information you 
provide will be kept confidential and you can refrain from answering any 
questions you do not wish to answer. 
Do you agree to this?

If the candidate replies “NO” the investigator says:
Thank you for your time. Please feel free to call us again for a future study.

If the candidate replies “YES”, the investigator offers to conduct the 
telephone pre-screening session now or schedules a date and time at 
the subject’s convenience, and says:

DAY ……………………..
TIME ……………………..

Thank you. Could you please leave us your name, telephone number and e-
mail address, should we need to contact you:

NAME …………………………………
TELEPHONE …………………………………
E-MAIL …………………………………

Answer:
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Interview Questions.

Interviewer: 0) Could you please tell me your age?

Age
18 - 45 yr <18 or >45 yr
Eligible Non-eligible

If above criteria are not met, interviewer says:
“I am sorry, but unfortunately our research study requires participants between the 
ages of 18 – 45 years. However, we thank you for your interest and invite you to call 
us again for a future study.”

If the above criteria are met, interviewer proceeds to Question 1.

Interviewer: 1) Could you please tell me your approximate weight and height?

Weight
Height

Interviewer consults BMI chart and establishes:
BMI between 18.0 and 27 Eligible
BMI <18 or >27.9 Non-

eligible

If above criteria are not met, interviewer says:
“I am sorry, but unfortunately our research study includes some strict criteria, which 
makes our design unsuitable for you on this occasion. However, we thank you for 
your interest and invite you to call us again for a future study.”

If above criteria are met, interviewer proceeds to Question 2.

Interviewer: 2) Could you please answer YES / NO to the following question?

YES NO
Have you intentionally lost 
weight over the last ten 
years?

If subject answers YES, interviewer proceeds to Question 3.
If subject answers NO, interviewer proceeds to Question 5. 
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Interviewer: 

3) What is the largest 
amount of weight you have 
lost?

 5kg (11lb)  5kg (11lb)

If weight loss is  5kg (11lb), interviewer proceeds to Question 5.
If weight loss is  5kg (11lb), interviewer proceeds to Question 4.

Interviewer:
4) Have you regained the 
weight you have lost?

YES NO

CRITERIA Non-eligible Eligible

If above criteria are not met (Question 4), interviewer says:
“I am sorry, but unfortunately our research study includes some strict criteria, which 
makes our design unsuitable for you on this occasion. However, we thank you for 
your interest and invite you to call us again for a future study.”

If above criteria are met, interviewer proceeds to Question 5.

Interviewer: Thank you. Could you please answer YES/NO to the following 
questions:

YES NO
5. Do you have any condition at the moment that affects 
your diet, appetite or food intake?
  If so, which condition?
Cannot participate if he has: diabetes, cardio-vascular 
disease, high levels of blood lipids, flu, other conditions 
affecting appetite or food intake.
6. Do you smoke?
7. Are you following any diet to gain or lose weight?
8. Are you taking any supplements to gain or lose 
weight?
9. Do you have any food allergies, food intolerances or 
food restrictions?
Cannot participate if they have an allergy / don’t eat 
gluten, dairy products, nuts, or are vegan. Vegetarians 
are eligible. 
10. Are you taking any prescription medications or 
supplements which may affect your appetite?
11. Are you an athlete in training?
12. Are you involved in intense physical activity for >10 
hours per week?

Non-eligible ELIGIBLE
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YES NO
13. Do you have prior knowledge of this study?
14. Have you had any nutrition training?

Non-eligible ELIGIBLE
15. Do you eat breakfast regularly?

ELIGIBLE Non-eligible

If the above criteria are not met (Q5-Q15), the interviewer says:
“I am sorry but unfortunately our research study includes some strict criteria, which 
makes our design unsuitable for you on this occasion. However, we thank you for 
your interest and we invite you to call us again for a future study.”

If the above criteria are met, investigator proceeds to Question 16:

YES NO
16. Would you be able to come to the lab on four 
different days during the autumn, between 8:30 and 
10:05 am on 2 days and between 8:30 and 9:15 on two 
other days?
CRITERIA ELIGIBLE Non-eligible

If the above criteria (Q16) are not met, the investigator says:
“Thank you for your time. If you decide at a later date that you would be free to 
attend the study sessions, please call back and let me know.”

If all the above criteria are met (Q0-Q16), the investigator says:
“Thank you for your answers. You may be eligible for the study. We will now post 
you a Participant Information Sheet containing information about the study and a 
consent form for you to read. Please take time to read the information carefully and 
discuss it with others if you wish. Please contact me if there is anything that is not 
clear or if you would like more information. 

To confirm your eligibility, you will need to attend a screening session in the lab
before the study begins. This session will take about 30 minutes. You will be weighed 
and measured in private and asked to fill in some questionnaires. 
You can schedule an appointment with us by calling us back after you have received 
and read the information sheet and the consent form; or if you prefer, you can 
schedule a preliminary date for the lab screening today. What would you prefer to 
do?
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If the candidate replies “Read and call you back” the investigator says:

“Thank you for your time. After you receive the information in the mail, we would 
like to hear from you within 48 h of you receiving the letter, but you can take more 
time if you need to. Please call us back when you are ready. 

Could you please leave us your name and address so we can send the forms to you?

NAME …………………………………
ADDRESS …………………………………

…………………………………

If the candidate replies “Schedule now” the investigator says:

Thank you. After you receive the information, if you decide that you are not 
interested,  could you please call us back within 48 h of receiving the letter if 
possible, to confirm that you are not interested and to cancel the lab screening 
appointment. If you are interested, please sign the consent form and bring it with you 
on the day of lab screening. You don’t need to call us back for confirmation of 
attendance. 

The date of your screening session will be:

(This will be scheduled considering a period of at least 48 h after subject 
receives post to give time to read and consider the information)

DAY ……………………..
TIME ……………………..

Could you please leave us your name and address so we can post the forms to you 
and also a telephone number and e-mail address should we need to contact you more 
urgently, i.e. if in need to re-schedule the lab screening:

NAME ………………………………..
ADDRESS …………………………………

…………………………………
…………………………………

TELEPHONE …………………………………
E-MAIL …………………………………
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Appendix 6.
VAS Scales – Familiarity and liking.

VAS scales were presented in booklet form. Lines have been inserted to show 
separation of pages. Each VAS was 100 mm in length and presented in Arial font 
size 12.

Visual Analogue Scale (VAS) Questionnaire

Name :

Date :

Instructions for Use.

1) Please complete ALL of the VAS scales – there are 16 in total.

2) Please read the question above each VAS scale carefully.

3) Place a vertical line across each scale in a position which reflects your response most accurately.

4) Look at the examples below to help you.

Mark the line like this:

But not like this:

or this:

or this:
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2) How much do you like cola? 
The scale ranges from ‘not at all’ to ‘very much’.

Not at all

1) How familiar are you with cola? 
The scale ranges from ‘not familiar at all’ to ‘extremely familiar’.

Very much

Not familiar at all Extremely familiar

4) How much do you like bananas? 
The scale ranges from ‘not at all’ to ‘very much’.

Not at all

3) How familiar are you with bananas? 
The scale ranges from ‘not familiar at all’ to ‘extremely familiar’.

Very much

Not familiar at all Extremely familiar
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6) How much do you like plain crisps? 
The scale ranges from ‘not at all’ to ‘very much’.

Not at all

5) How familiar are you with plain crisps? 
The scale ranges from ‘not familiar at all’ to ‘extremely familiar’.

Very much

Not familiar at all Extremely familiar

8) How much do you like chocolate ice-cream? 
The scale ranges from ‘not at all’ to ‘very much’.

Not at all

7) How familiar are you with chocolate ice-cream? 
The scale ranges from ‘not familiar at all’ to ‘extremely familiar’.

Very much

Not familiar at all Extremely familiar
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10) How much do you like chocolate bars? 
The scale ranges from ‘not at all’ to ‘very much’.

Not at all

9) How familiar are you with chocolate bars? 
The scale ranges from ‘not familiar at all’ to ‘extremely familiar’.

Very much

Not familiar at all Extremely familiar

12) How much do you like cornflakes? 
The scale ranges from ‘not at all’ to ‘very much’.

Not at all

11) How familiar are you with cornflakes? 
The scale ranges from ‘not familiar at all’ to ‘extremely familiar’.

Very much

Not familiar at all Extremely familiar
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14) How much do you like chocolate Muffins? 
The scale ranges from ‘not at all’ to ‘very much’.

Not at all

13) How familiar are you with chocolate Muffins? 
The scale ranges from ‘not familiar at all’ to ‘extremely familiar’.

Very much

Not familiar at all Extremely familiar

18) How much do you like hot chocolate? 
The scale ranges from ‘not at all’ to ‘very much’.

Not at all

17) How familiar are you with hot chocolate? 
The scale ranges from ‘not familiar at all’ to ‘extremely familiar’.

Very much

Not familiar at all Extremely familiar
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Appendix 7.
Three-Factor Eating Questionnaire (Stunkard and Messick, 1985).

THREE-FACTOR EATING QUESTIONAIRE
NAME:

Please answer questions 1-36 by ticking either the 
True (T) or False (F) box next to each question

1 When I smell a sizzling steak or see a juicy piece of meat, T F
I find it very difficult to keep from eating, even if I have just
finished a meal.

2 I usually eat too much at social occasions, like parties and T F
picnics.

3 I am usually so hungry that I eat more than three times a day. T F

4 When I have eaten my quota of calories, I am usually good T F
about not eating any more.

5 Dieting is so hard for me because I just get too hungry. T F

6 I deliberately take small helpings as a means of controlling T F
my weight.

7 Sometimes things taste so good that I keep on eating even T F
when I am no longer hungry.

8 Since I am often hungry, I sometimes wish that while I am T F
eating, an expert would tell me that I have had enough or
that I can have something more to eat.

9 When I feel anxious, I find myself eating. T F

10 Life is too short to worry about dieting. T F

11 Since my weight goes up and down, I have gone on reducing T F
diets more than once.

12 I often feel so hungry that I just have to eat something. T F

13 When I am with someone who is overeating, I usually overeat T F
too.
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14 I have a pretty good idea of the number of calories in common T F
food.

15 Sometimes when I start eating, I just can`t seem to stop. T F

16 It is not difficult for me to leave something on my plate. T F

17 At certain times of the day, I get hungry because I have got T F
used to eating then.

18 While on a diet, if I eat food that is not allowed, I consciously T F
eat less for a period of time to make up for it.

19 Being with someone who is eating often makes me hungry T F
enough to eat also.

20 When I feel blue, I often overeat. T F

21 I enjoy eating too much to spoil it by counting calories or T F
watching my weight.

22 When I see a real delicacy, I often get so hungry that I have T F
to eat right away.

23 I often stop eating when I am not really full as a conscious T F
means of limiting the amount that I eat.

24 I get so hungry that my stomach often seems like a bottomless T F
pit.

25 My weight has hardly changed at all in the last ten years. T F

26 I am always hungry so it is hard for me to stop eating before T F
I finish the food on my plate.

27 When I feel lonely, I console myself by eating. T F

28 I consciously hold back at meals in order not to gain weight. T F

29 I sometimes get very hungry late in the evening or at night. T F

30 I eat anything I want, any time I want. T F
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31 Without even thinking about it, I take a long time to eat. T F

32 I count calories as a conscious means of controlling my weight. T F

33 I do not eat some foods because they make me fat. T F

34 I am always hungry enough to eat at any time. T F

35 I pay a great deal of attention to changes in my figure. T F

36 While on a diet, if I eat a food that is not allowed, I often then T F
splurge and eat other high calorie foods.

Please answer questions 37-51 by circling the 
number which corresponds to your answer

37 How often are you dieting in a conscious effort to control your
weight?
   1              2                3            4     
rarely    sometimes    usually    always

38 Would a weight fluctuation of 5 lbs affect the way you live
your life?
      1             2               3                  4
not at all    slightly    moderately     very much

39 How often do you feel hungry?
      1                       2                      3                 4
  only at           sometimes      often between     almost
mealtimes     between meals         meals          always

40 Do your feelings of guilt about overeating help you to control
your food intake?
   1          2          3          4
never    rarely    often    always

41 How difficult would it be for you to stop eating halfway through
dinner and not eat for the next four hours?
   1            2                3              4
easy     slightly     moderately     very
            difficult        difficult      difficult

42 How conscious are you of what you are eating?
      1            2                3                 4
not at all   slightly     moderately    extremely
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43 How frequently do you avoid "stocking up" on tempting foods?
         1               2             3                 4
almost never   seldom    usually    almost always

44 How likely are you to shop for low calorie foods?
     1                   2                          3                    4
unlikely   slightly unlikely   moderately likely  very likely

45 Do you eat sensibly in front of others and splurge alone?
   1          2         3            4
never    rarely   often     always

46 How likely are you to consciously eat slowly in order to cut 
down on how much you eat?
     1                   2                         3                      4
unlikely    slightly likely    moderately likely    very likely

47 How frequently do you skip dessert because you are no 
longer hungry?
        1               2                    3                           4
almost never  seldom  at least once a week  almost every day

48 How likely are you to consciously eat less than you want?
     1               2                       3                     4
unlikely   slightly likely   moderately likely   very likely

49 Do you go on eating binges though you are not hungry?
   1          2              3                          4
never    rarely    sometimes     at least once a week

50 On a scale of 0 to 5, where 0 means no restraint in eating
(eating whatever you want, whenever you want it) and 5 means 
total restraint (constantly limiting food intake and never `giving
in`), what number would you give yourself?

0
eat whatever you want, whenever you want it

1
usually eat whatever you want, whenever you want it

2
often eat whatever you want, whenever you want it

3
often limit food intake, but often ` give in `

4
usually limit food intake, rarely `give in`

5
constantly limiting food intake, never `giving in`
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51 To what extent does this statement describe your eating
behaviour? 'I start dieting in the morning but because of any
number of things that happen during the day, by evening I
have given up and eat what I want, promising myself to start
dieting again tomorrow.'

1                    2                   3                  4
     not like me    little like me     pretty good        describes me

                                          description of me       perfectly
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Appendix 8.
Participant Information Sheet (PIS).

University of Chester.
Participant Information Sheet.

Study on Portion Sizes in Men.

You are being invited to take part in a research study. Before you decide, it is 
important for you to understand why the research is being done and what it will 
involve. Please take time to read the following information carefully and discuss it 
with others if you wish. Ask us if there is anything that is not clear or if you would 
like more information. Take time to decide whether or not you wish to take part. 
Thank you for reading this.

What is the purpose of the study?
The rapid increase in overweight and obesity has coincided with an increase in 
food/drink portion sizes. We are conducting a study to investigate about the portion 
sizes of various foods/drinks that a person may consume on one eating occasion.

Why have I been invited to take part?
You have been chosen as a potential candidate for this study. This is because the 
telephone screening session has shown that the study criteria are a good fit for you 
and the data you provide us with will likely be valid for our research purpose. 

Do I have to take part?
It is up to you to decide whether or not you would like to take part. If you decide to 
take part you must keep this information sheet and sign the consent form. If you 
decide to take part you are still free to withdraw at any time and without giving a 
reason. A decision to withdraw at any time, or a decision not to take part, will not 
affect your care, university or legal status in any way.

What will happen to me if I decide to take part?
You will be asked to return your signed consent form to the researcher on the day of 
laboratory screening, prior to any procedures taking place. If laboratory screening 
confirms that the study criteria are a good fit for you, the researcher will discuss 
suitable dates and times for attendance at test sessions with you. After completion of 
the timetable arrangements, you will receive a letter containing the dates and times 
you are scheduled to attend each test. 
The study involves attending the laboratory on four separate test days. Two of the 
tests will last 1hr 35 minutes each and the other two will last 45 minutes each. You 
will be asked to arrive at the laboratory at 08:30 on each test day after a 12 hour 
overnight fast. When you arrive you will be given instructions on test activities for 
that day. These will vary depending on which test you are involved in. First you will 
be asked to answer two questions, one about your evening meal on the previous day 
and the other about any physical activity you performed after 5pm that day. You will 
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also be asked to complete a questionnaire. Afterwards, under two of the test 
conditions, you will be given a cheese sandwich, two digestive biscuits, a glass of 
orange juice and a glass of water, which we will ask you to consume within 10 
minutes. You will then repeat the questionnaire and wait for 45 minutes. During this 
time you will be able to listen to music, use a laptop, (but not the internet), or read 
any material without pictures, e.g. a novel.  At the end of the 45 minutes, you will 
repeat the questionnaire for the final time and complete the test. The test involves 
recording the portion sizes of eight different food/drink items. You will be asked not 
to talk with other participants during or immediately after the test. At the end of the 
test you will be given a reminder card with the date of the next session.
Under the other test conditions you will not receive a sandwich, digestive biscuits or 
orange juice. Instead we will ask you to drink a small amount of non-carbonated 
water (100ml). The test will be completed immediately after the questionnaire at 
09:00 and will involve recording portion sizes for 8 different foods/drinks following 
the same procedure as before. At the end you will receive a complimentary snack 
bar, drink and reminder card for the next test session.
The research method used is a cross-over trial. This means that you will complete all 
four tests in a random order. The order in which the tests are completed will vary 
from person to person.

What do I have to do?
On the day before the test you must not eat or drink anything except non-carbonated 
water for 12 hours beforehand, i.e. from 20:30 onwards. You will also be asked not 
to drink alcohol on the day before the test and to keep your activity and evening 
meals similar to those on other pre-test days.

What are the possible disadvantages and risks of taking part?
There are no disadvantages or risks foreseen in taking part in the study. 

What are the possible benefits of taking part?
All participants who complete the study will receive a £20 payment. They will also 
receive two free breakfast sandwiches, four free digestive biscuits and two free 
glasses of orange juice, plus two free snack bars and drinks, on separate occasions. 

What if something goes wrong?
If you wish to complain or have any concerns about any aspect of the way you have 
been approached or treated during the course of this study, please contact Professor 
Sarah Andrew, Dean of the School of Applied and Health Sciences, University of 
Chester, Parkgate Road, Chester, CH1 4BJ, United Kingdom, +44 (0)1244 513055. 

If you are harmed by taking part in this research project, there are no special 
compensation arrangements. If you are harmed due to someone’s negligence (but not 
otherwise), then you may have grounds for legal action, but you may have to pay for 
this.
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Will my taking part in this study be kept confidential?
All information which is collected about you during the course of the research will 
be kept strictly confidential. Only the lead researcher, their academic supervisor and 
the research technician will have access to such information. Where possible the data 
will be coded for anonymity. However, the lead researcher will take full 
responsibility for the secure storage of any material containing identifiable 
information.

What will happen to the results of the research study?
The results will be written up in the form of a dissertation. This will be obtainable 
from the University of Chester library during 2009. 
The results will also be presented at a conference, e.g. The European Conference on 
Obesity and published in a peer reviewed journal. 
Individuals who participate will not be identified in any report or publication.

Who is organizing and funding the research?
The Faculty of Applied Health Sciences, University of Chester, is funding and 
organising the research. Persons involved in conducting the research will not receive 
any payment for their involvement.

Who has reviewed the study?
The study has been reviewed by the Faculty Research Ethics Committee, University
of Chester.

Who may I contact for further information?
If you would like more information about the research before you decide whether or 
not you would be willing to take part, please contact:

Nina Brogden
Department of Biological Sciences
Cloisters 106  
University of Chester 
Parkgate Road
CH1 4BJ

Email address: 0600979@chester.ac.uk
Telephone number: 07827 753 649

Thankyou for your interest in this research.

If you decide not to take part, please call us on the number above to let us know.
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Appendix 9.
Consent form.

UNIVERSITY OF CHESTER 
CONSENT FORM

Title of project: Study on portion sizes in men.

Name of researcher: Miss Nina Brogden, MSc Student, Dept of Biological 
Sciences

Name of academic supervisor:  Dr Eva Almiron-Roig, Lecturer, Dept of Biological 
Sciences

1) I confirm that I have read and understood the information sheet 
dated…….for the above study and have had the opportunity to
ask any questions.

2) I understand that my participation is voluntary and that I am free 
to withdraw at any time, without giving any reason and without
my legal rights being affected.

3) I agree to take part in the above study.

4) Optional future participation. If you agree to be contacted by the 
above academic supervisor for a related study in the future, 
please check this box.

Name of participant Date Signature

Name of person taking consent Date Signature
(if different from researcher)

Researcher Date Signature

Please initial
box

(1 for participant; 1 for researcher)
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Appendix 10.
Laboratory screening sheet.

Name: ……………………………….. Date: ………………

Demographics

Age: ………
Measured height (M): ………
Measured weight (Kg): ………
BMI: ………

Weight history

Question Code Criteria
Has the subject had weight cycles during the last 10 
years?

Yes Non -eligible
No ELIGIBLE

Liking / familiarity 

Liking score Familiarity score
Food  9  10  29  30
Cola
Bananas
Crisps
Ice-cream
Chocolate
Cornflakes
American 
muffin
Hot chocolate
Criteria Non-eligible ELIGIBLE Non-eligible ELIGIBLE

Three factor eating questionnaire

Eating Behaviour Score
Cognitive restraint < 10  11
Disinhibition < 8  9
Hunger < 7  8

Eligible if complies with 
D + C and/or H

Non-eligible if does not 
comply with D

* Subjects meeting D alone will be considered for the reserve list.
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Appendix 11.
Letter of invitation.

(ID number …………..) DATE: 
…………….

Dear……………….

Thank you for agreeing to participate in the portion sizes study. We have now 
finalised the dates for attendance at each of the four tests. Your schedule is given 
below. Please check that you are still able to attend these sessions. If your 
circumstances have changed, please contact me as soon as possible on 07827 753 
649 or at 0600979@chester.ac.uk.

LOCATION DAY / DATE START TIME FINISH TIME
Cloisters 08:30

Cloisters 08:30

Cloisters 08:30

Cloisters 08:30

Please arrive for all sessions at 08:25. Although we will try to accommodate any 
latecomers, a late arrival may result in a test having to be rescheduled. 
Please find some instructions below to remind you of the things you must consider 
on the days before each test. I have also attached a table (Test Day Activities – A 
Brief Overview) providing details of activities carried out on each test day, according 
to test condition.

On the days before each test, please:
1. Do not eat or drink anything after 8.30pm, except for non-carbonated 

water.
2. Do not drink any alcohol.
3. Keep evening meals and activity levels similar before each of the four 

tests. If you take part in some form of physical activity before one test, you 
must do a similar amount of activity before the other 3 tests.

You will be asked to answer some questions to confirm that you followed these 
instructions before the test starts. Failure to comply may result in repeating test 
sessions.

If you have any questions, please feel free to contact me (details above). 
Thank you for your time. 
Nina Brogden.
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TEST DAY ACTIVITIES – A BRIEF OVERVIEW.

TIME ACTIVITY

08:30 ALL subjects arrive at test room (location stated in schedule above) and 
complete food and activity questionnaires

08:35 ALL subjects are briefed

08:45 ALL subjects complete VAS questionnaire (VAS 0)
Conditions F and FPS
(Breakfast conditions)

Conditions H and HPS
(No breakfast conditions)

08:50 Receive 100ml water
Move to test room

08:55 Receive breakfast meal Complete test*

09:05 Finish breakfast 
Repeat VAS questionnaire 

(VAS1)
Wait for 45 minutes**

Finish test
Receive complimentary snack and 

reminder card***
Leave

09:50 Repeat VAS questionnaire (VAS 
2)

Move to test room

09:55 Complete test*

10:05 Finish test
Receive reminder card***

Leave

* Details of the test will be described during the briefing session on each test day.
** During this time you are able to listen to music; use a laptop, but not the 
internet; read any material without pictures, e.g. a novel. Please bring 
something with you.
*** Reminder cards will provide details of your next test session.
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Appendix 13.
Breakfast pre-load.

Breakfast pre-loads were presented on individual trays marked with participant ID 
numbers.
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Appendix 14.
Characteristics, amounts displayed and actual portion sizes of test foods and drinks based on reference amounts from four 
portion size guidance schemes.

Energy content as indicated in product label or from manufacturer’s website. Energy density codes for each food and drink based on Rolls & 
Barnett (2000): VLED = very low energy density (<0.6 kcal/g or ml); LED = low energy density (0.6-1.4 kcal/g or ml); MED = medium energy 
density (1.5 to 3.9 kcal/g or ml); HED = high energy density (≥ 4.0kcal/g or ml). Unit conversions: 1 oz = 28.35 g; 1 fluid oz = 29.57 ml; specific 
gravity (in g/ml) of full-fat milk = 1.031; of Cola = 1.040. Abbreviations: A, amorphous food; ADA, American Dietetic Association; DOM UK, 
Dietitians in Obesity Management UK; ED, energy density (in kcal/g); FDA, US Food and Drug Administration; FSA, Food Standards Agency; g, 
grams; L, liquid food; ml, millilitres; S, solid food.

Food Type of food Portion 
size 

displayed 

Energy load 
(kcal/portion 

displayed)

ED
(kcal/g)

Number 
of 

portions 
based on 

DOM UKi

Number 
of 

portions 
based on 

FSAi

Number of 
portions
based on 

ADAi

Number 
of

portions 
based on 

FDAi

Muffina S (HED) 140 g 567 4.0 11.5 1.5 5 2.5
Chocolate ice-
creamb

A (MED) 427 g 1225 2.9 24.5 5.5  6 3.5

Hot chocolatec L (LED) 473 ml
(488 g)

484 1.0 5.5 2.5 2 2

Colad L (VLED) 500 ml 
(520 g)

210 0.4 4 2 1.5 2

Crispse S (HED) 150 g 747 5.0 15 4 7 5
Chocolate bar f S (HED) 85 g 416 4.9 8.5 2  2.5 2
Cornflakes g S (MED) 63 g 235 3.7 3 2 3 2 
Bananah S (LED) 140 g 76 1.0 2 0.8 1 0.5

a”Starbucks Coffee Company”, double chocolate muffin, as sold.
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b“Ben and Jerry’s Phish Food”, chocolate ice-cream tub, as sold.
c“Starbucks Coffee Company” Signature Hot Chocolate, made with FFM, no cream.
d“Coca-Cola”, 500 ml container as sold.
e“Aldi” Specially Selected Handcooked Potato Crisps (sea salt), as sold. 
f“Twix Xtra” twin finger chocolate bar, as sold.
g“Kelloggs Cornflakes” breakfast cereal, served from pack (dry).
h“Tesco” whole fresh banana, presented with skin (portion size calculated based on flesh only).
i For reference amounts used to calculate actual portion sizes see Appendix 16.
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Appendix 15.
Photographs of test foods and drinks.

Test foods and drinks were displayed as shown in individual booths in the test room.

1. Cola.

2. Crisps.

3. Chocolate bar.
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4. Hot chocolate.

5. Ice-cream.

6. Banana.
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7. Muffin.

8. Cornflakes.
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Appendix 16.
Reference amounts (corresponding to “1 portion”) for the test foods and drinks
used in this study. Taken from DOM UK (2005), FSA (Crawley, 2002), ADA 
(2007) and FDA (2001) guidance schemes. For FSA, ADA and FDA standards, 
amounts presented are in grams unless otherwise stated.

Food DOM UKa

(kcal)
FSAe

(g)
ADA

(g)
FDA
(g)

Muffin 50 85 28 55
Chocolate ice-

cream
50 75 72 118

Hot chocolate 90b 200f 244f 240 mli

Cola 50 250 mlg 369 240 mlg

Crisps 50 40 21 30
Chocolate bar 50 56h 32 40

Cornflakes 80c 30 21 30
Banana 40d 100 81 140

a Based on fatty and/or sugary ‘Extras’, unless otherwise stated.
b Based on ‘Dairy Foods’, full-fat milk.
c Based on ‘Bread, Potatoes, Cereals, Rice and Pasta’.
d Based on ‘Fruit and Vegetables’. 
e Based on standard, average or medium serving sizes.
f Based on full-fat milk.
g Based on carbonated drinks.
h Based on standard ‘Twix’. 
i Based on milk-based drinks.
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Appendix 17.
Randomisation procedure for the order of presentation of test foods.

The following sequences refer to the order in which foods were presented during 
weeks 1-10 of the study. Sequences were created by random selection from 8 
numbers, where each number represented a different food or drink. The same 
sequences were used during weeks 11-19, starting in week 11 with the sequence 
initially used for week 1 and working through the sequences (1-10) in numerical 
order until the last week of the study. 

Booth 
number

Sequence and week numbers

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
1 6 5 2 5 2 4 1 2 8 3
2 2 6 1 4 3 8 6 6 6 7
3 5 3 8 3 4 1 7 5 3 7
4 8 2 5 8 5 2 5 7 7 8
5 4 7 6 6 1 7 2 3 4 1
6 1 8 7 2 7 3 4 8 2 2
7 7 4 3 1 6 5 8 4 1 4
8 3 1 4 7 8 6 3 1 5 6

Key:

1 Crisps

2 Muffin

3 Hot chocolate

4 Banana

5 Cola

6 Cornflakes

7 Ice-cream

8 Twix
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Appendix 18.
Allocation procedure for starting booth.

Participant ID numbers were allocated to ensure that a maximum of two participants 
would share the same booth start number on any given test day. One of these 
participants would be randomised to condition F or FPS, whilst the other participant 
was randomised to condition H or HPS. This avoided booth clashes by allowing 
participants sharing the same booth start number to estimate portion sizes in two 
different groups.

Participant ID Number Starting Booth
1 1
2 1
3 2
4 2
5 3
6 3
7 4
8 4
9 5

10 5
11 6
12 6
13 7
14 7
15 8
16 8
17 1
18 1
19 2
20 2
21 3
22 3
23 4
24 4
25 5
26 5
27 6
28 6
29 7
30 7
31 8
32 8
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Appendix 19.
Food and activity diary.

Name: ………………………………………..

Participant ID number: ………………

Date: ………………

Please answer the two questions below:

Q1. "Please describe what you consumed yesterday for your evening meal (food and 
drink) and at what time". 

Q2. "Please describe any physical activity you performed between the hours of 5 
p.m. yesterday and 8:30 a.m today".
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Appendix 20.
Test day schedule.

TIME ACTIVITY

08:30 Subjects arrived and completed food and activity questionnaires

08:35 Subjects read instructions in Portion Size Question Booklets 
08:40 Subjects were briefed and given the opportunity to ask questions
08:45 Subjects completed VAS (Time 0)

Conditions F and FPS
(Breakfast conditions)

Conditions H and HPS
(No breakfast conditions)

08:50 Subjects consumed 100ml water and 
moved to test room

08:55 Subjects received breakfast meal Subjects completed test

09:05 Subjects finished breakfast meal 
and completed VAS (Time 1)

Subjects finished test and
received complimentary snack/drink 

and reminder card
End of test session

09:50 Subjects completed VAS (Time 
2) and moved to test room

09:55 Subjects completed test

10:05 Subjects finish test and
received reminder card

End of test session
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Appendix 21.
Discharge questionnaire.

Name:

Date:

1) Can you guess the purpose of the study?

2) Are there any positive and / or negative comments you would like to 
make about the study in general? All feedback will be gratefully 
received. 
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Appendix 22.
Pilot questionnaires.

Questionnaires 1 and 2 were presented together in a 4 page booklet. Each VAS was 
100 mm in length and presented in Arial font. Picture dimensions, selected to 
represent life-size objects, were as follows: café latte, 16.3 cm by 11.4 cm; flapjack, 
7.4 cm by 4.8 cm by 1.6 cm).

Please look at the picture on the attached page and answer Questions 1-4 below. 
For questions 1) and 2) place a vertical line across the scale in a position which reflects your response most accurately.

Thank you for your cooperation.

Question 1:    How full do you think you would be after consuming this amount of drink? 

Not full at all Extremely fullNot full at all Extremely full

Question 2:    How much of another product do you think you would be able to consume after drinking this 
amount of drink? 

None at all A large amountNone at all A large amount

3) Of the two questions above, which one do you find:

a) easier to understand None Q. 1 Q. 2 Both
b) simpler/clearer None Q. 1 Q. 2 Both
c) easier to answer None Q. 1 Q. 2 Both

4) Please write any other comments you may have about questions 1 and 2 here:

Pilot Questionnaire 1 Date…………………….
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Cafe Latte
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Please look at the picture on the attached page and answer Questions 1-4 below. 
For questions 1) and 2) place a vertical line across the scale in a position which reflects your response most accurately.

Thank you for your cooperation.

Question 1:    How full do you think you would be after consuming this amount of food? 

Not full at all Extremely fullNot full at all Extremely full

Question 2:    How much of another product do you think you would be able to consume after eating this 
amount of food? 

None at all A large amountNone at all A large amount

3) Of the two questions above, which one do you find:

a) easier to understand None Q. 1 Q. 2 Both
b) simpler/clearer None Q. 1 Q. 2 Both
c) easier to answer None Q. 1 Q. 2 Both

4) Please write any other comments you may have about questions 1 and 2 here:

Pilot Questionnaire 2 Date…………………….
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Flapjack
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Appendix 23.
Interpretation of Pearson’s r (Arch, 2008).

r Interpretation
-1  r  -0.8 Strong negative correlation

-0.8 < r  -0.5 Modest negative correlation
-0.5 < r < 0 Weak negative correlation

r = 0 No correlation
0 < r <0.5 Weak positive correlation

0.5  r <0.8 Modest positive correlation
0.8  r  1 Strong positive correlation
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